
Jobs in the Home 
Which person in your family does the following jobs? 

 shops for food     
washes up/fills the dishwasher     
puts rubbish out for binmen     
cleans the toilet     
mows the grass     
tidies your room     
cooks the meal     
oils a squeaky door hinge     
washes dirty clothes     
digs up weeds in the garden     
sets the table     
makes the beds     
puts petrol in the car     
puts toys away     
sets out breakfast     
vacuums the floors     
fixes the car when it needs it     
puts clean clothes away     
makes the packed lunch     
changes a lightbulb     
dusts     
irons clean clothes     
packs your school bag     
posts a letter     
puts up a shelf     
writes thank you letters     
bakes a cake     
fixes a broken toy     
sews a button back on     
dries up/unpacks dishwasher     
takes school letters out of your 
bag     
waters the houseplants     
mends a broken fence     
does the painting/decorating     
washes the windows     

 



 

Jobs in the Community 

Whose job is it to…? 
 
cut the grass at the park   

pick up a piece of litter in the park   

hold a shop door open for someone with a pram   

mend your garden fence   

paint the school corridor   

tell a car driver to move off the yellow line   

give some money to a person without a job   

pick up a piece of litter that's blown into your garden   

put a new light in the street lamp   

visit a lonely old lady   

report a broken road sign   

open the front door to a school visitor   

take a sick old man to hospital   

mend a broken bus-stop   

pick up a coat that's fallen off a school peg   

get some milk and bread for a housebound neighbour   

replace a broken shop window   

direct the traffic    

look after a neighbours cat when they are away   

recycle bottles, paper and plastic   

check why a burglar alarm is going off   

turn lights off in an empty classroom   

take the binbags away each week   

tell a group of teenagers to stop shouting    

lay a new pavement   

call 999 in an emergency   

lock up the school   

bring meals each day to an old person   

help children cross the road   

ask someone in school why they don't have a visitor's badge   

investigate a burglary   

    

    

    

    



 


